A hydrophobic aided replica exchange method (HAREM) is introduced to accelerate the simulation of allatom protein folding in explicit solvent. This method is based on exaggerating the hydrophobic effect of various protein amino acids in water by attenuating the protein-water attractive interactions (mimicking the Chaperon effect) while leaving other interactions among protein atoms and water molecules unchanged. The method is applied to a small representative protein, the R-helix 3K(I), and it is found that the HAREM method successfully folds the protein within 4 ns, while the regular replica exchange method does not fold the same protein within 5 ns, even with many more replicas.
Introduction
A detailed understanding of protein folding and misfolding is critical to many problems in computational biology. 1 Many believe that "the primary bottleneck to consistent high-resolution protein prediction appears to be conformational sampling". 2 Recent advances in experimental techniques that probe proteins at different stages of the folding process have shed light on the nature of the mechanisms that govern the kinetics and thermodynamics of folding. [3] [4] [5] [6] However, many of the details of protein folding pathways remain unknown. Computer simulations performed at various levels of complexity can be used to supplement experiment and fill in some of the gaps in our knowledge about protein folding. Despite efforts from many research groups in the past two decades, the atomistic modeling of protein folding still remains a challenging computational task. Difficulties arise not only from inaccuracies in available force fields, but also from the large-scale computations needed because of expensive interaction evaluations as well as rough energy landscapes with many local minima. There is a significant gap between the current routine computer simulation times of nanoseconds for all-atom proteins in explicit solvent and the times on the order of microseconds and longer required for folding. As pointed out by Snow et. al., 7 "performing a molecular simulation for the 10 µs required for the protein BBA5, a 23-residue mini-protein, would require decades for a typical modern CPU." Simulation times can be shortened by using modern implicit solvent models; 8 nevertheless, it is often desirable or necessary to include explicit water molecules to accurately model salt-bridges, bridge waters, and other effects such as dewetting. 9 The computation time for BBA5 in explicit solvent will be much longer than that for implicit solvent simulations because the number of interactions to be computed will increase from 10 6 to 10 8 for each time step. Some protein folding simulations with explicit solvent were done with supercomputers such as the IBM BlueGene/L or large-scale clusters such as Folding@Home. 7, 10 It is well-known that hydrophobic interactions between proteins and water play a very important role in protein folding and are in part responsible for the formation of the hydrophobic core of globular proteins. In contrast, hydrophilic residues will distribute themselves wherever possible to be in contact with water. In our recent study of dewetting in protein folding and aggregation, 11 we learned that, when the attractive protein-water interactions were turned off (making the hydrophobic residues more hydrophobic), the hydrophobic collapse of the protein was dramatically speeded up. Thirumalai and co-workers have also shown how certain difficult-to-fold lattice sequences can be made to do so either in an optimal hydrophobic environment or by altering the strength of the hydrophobic interactions. 12, 13 We exploited these observations in our proposed new sampling scheme, the hydrophobic aided replica exchange method (HAREM), in which the hydrophobic interaction between proteins and water is exaggerated by attenuating the attractive interactions between proteins and water (computationally mimicking the "Chaperone effect"). A different prescription for mimicking the Chaperone effect previously used in protein structure refinement was to periodically increase and decrease the partial charges on water between normal and reduced values, thereby modulating the structure of water itself. 14 The current scheme, detailed in section 2, when applied to the folding of the R-helix 3K(I) system, is shown to greatly enhance the probability of energy barrier crossing and is capable of finding native-like structures much more efficiently than ordinary replica exchange. The results are shown in section 3, and discussed in section 4.
Method
One of the major problems confronting computational biology is the prediction of native states in proteins. These systems have rough energy landscapes. Ordinary sampling methods are very inefficient upon sampling such landscapes because of their large number of energy minima separated by high energy barriers, and are thus usually quasi-ergodic. As a result, there has been a flowering of new sampling methods. One of these, the replica exchange method (REM), 15, 16 has been attracting more users and is being widely adopted in computer simulations of biological systems.
In ordinary REM, several independent copies of the simulation system, the so-called replicas, are propagated by molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) at different temperatures. At specified intervals, an attempt is made to exchange the replicas at neighboring temperatures. The exchange is accepted or rejected based on a well-defined acceptance probability that guarantees detailed balance. Thus, any replica can climb up and down the temperature ladder, and at any given time there will be one replica for each temperature. When a replica is at high temperature, it can overcome large energy barriers separating stable basins on rough energy landscapes. Replica exchange allows the low temperature replicas to sample configurations that would otherwise be reached with very small probability if replica exchange was prohibited. This significantly reduces the often encountered quasi-ergodicity problem in ordinary MC or MD. If one is interested in computing averages at one temperature, one may average over configurations from all the replicas whenever they move on the temperature level of interest. To benefit from the increased sampling rate of high-temperature replicas, one must average over a time sufficient that each replica can sample temperatures from the lowest to the highest temperature for several cycles.
For large proteins solvated in explicit water, many replicas are required because the number of replicas needed scales with f 1/2 approximately, where f is the total number of degrees of freedom in the system. For example, 64 replicas have to be used for a hairpin, a 16-residue polypeptide in explicit solvent, to obtain reasonable acceptance ratios for the neighboring walkers. 17 Recently, MD simulations 11, 18, 19 have shown that the strength of the hydrophobic interactions depend critically on the strength of the solute-solvent interactions. During the course of studying the two-domain protein, BphC enzyme, we observed that the collapse of the two domains can speed up by an order of magnitude when the electrostatic water-protein interactions (E elec ) are turned off. 11 When both the electrostatic (E elec ) and attractive van der Waals (vdW) (E LJ6 ) interactions are turned off, the collapse is even faster. The results suggest that the strength of hydrophobic interactions can be tuned by simply changing certain interactions between the protein and water molecules. The exaggeration of the hydrophobic interactions will then help the protein system cross the free energy barrier. This leads us to propose a HAREM for accelerating protein folding in explicit solvent.
In our new scheme, a variant Hamiltonian REM is proposed based on the knowledge gained from previous dewetting studies. 11, 18, 19 Several other groups, including Takada and coworkers 20 and Hansmann and co-workers, 21 have previously used the Hamiltonian replica exchange (otherwise called model hopping 21 ) for protein simulations. In the Hamiltonian REM, different replicas can have different potential functions, E 0 (X 0 ), E 1 (X 1 ), E 2 (X 2 ), ..., E N (X N ), where X n represents the configurational coordinates of the nth replica system. The potential functions can be tailored to specific problems. [20] [21] [22] Here, the interaction between the protein and the solvent molecules is scaled to enhance the hydrophobicity (mimicking the Chaperon effect): with where r ij is the distance between atom i and atom j, q i is the partial charge of atom i, U other contains all other energy terms in typical force fields, and λ is the scaling parameter for the vdW attractive potential and electrostatic potential between protein and water. It should be noted that separate scaling factors for vdW and electrostatic interactions can be applied (such as λ 1 , λ 2 , etc.), and also the scaling can be applied to some subset of amino acids rather than all of them. Thus, different replicas run with different hydrophobic strengths, that is, different protein-water attractive interactions. When the scaling factors are smaller than 1, the hydrophobic interaction will be exaggerated, mimicking the Chaperone effect for protein folding. Thus, the folding event should be accelerated greatly because the hydrophobic effect is one of the main driving forces for protein folding. The replica exchange is applied for the rigorousness, even if only the folded state is of interest here.
It is simple to derive the acceptance probability for the exchange of the nth and mth replicas (see Takada and coworkers 20 ):
where X m , E m (X m ), and T m are respectively the configuration, the energy, and the temperature of the mth replica just before an exchange of replicas is attempted (with corresponding expressions for other replicas). The equilibrium probability for this state is where m ) 1/(k B T m ), and Z m is the corresponding configurational partition function. Denoting the transition probability for the exchange i f f, specified in eq 4, by T(i f f), and denoting that for the reverse exchange by T(f f i) and applying the detailed balance condition, gives the ratio of the transition probabilities where Here, the s, that is, temperatures, are set to be the same. Of course, one can use different temperatures for various replicas as well. If the Metropolis criteria is applied, the acceptance probability can be obtained:
prot-water + U elec prot-water )
(between protein and solvent) (1)
Results and Discussion
The representative protein system we study here is the R-helix 3K(I) 23 with a sequence of AAAAKAAAAKAAAAKA. The N and C terminals are capped with Ace and Nme groups, respectively. The three lysine residues are all positive charged. This peptide is solvated in a cubic box of 40.3 Å, with 2095 simple point charge (SPC) 24 water molecules and three counterions (Cl -). The entire system consists of 6496 atoms. All the MD simulations were carried out with the OPLSAA force field 25 with a 13 Å cutoff in nonbonded interactions using GROMACS 26 because of its fast speed. We modified GRO-MACS to selectively turn off or scale certain interactions. The Berendsen thermostat and barostat 27 were used to control the temperature and pressure. The internal geometries of the water molecules were constrained using SETTLE, 28 and all the bond lengths were fixed by LINCS, 29 which allowed the use of a large time step, 2 fs, to propagate the system.
The fully extended R-helix is denatured in vacuo at 500 K for 1 ns. The last frame is then minimized for 400 steps. After being solvated in a water box, the peptide is equilibrated for another 1 ns. The last configuration is taken as the initial configuration for the protein folding simulations. Similar to what is done in the temperature REM, short trial runs are performed to determine the suitable set of λs by trial and error required to make the acceptance ratios for replica exchange reasonable (10-30%). Many replicas (64 replicas) would be required in regular REM to sample 3K(I) in explicit water (6496 atoms). However, only seven replicas were required in this new Hamiltonian REM (HAREM) with the λ series (1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4). For this new scheme, the exchange interval was chosen as 6.0 ps, which is longer than the velocity relaxation time of the protein and long enough to allow the system to propagate with the deformed Hamiltonian. The results show that our new scheme (HAREM) can locate the native structure within 4 ns, while the actual folding time for this peptide is on the order of a microsecond.
To provide insight into the sampling characteristics of HAREM, we display the trajectories in λ space of two representative replicas, replica 1 and replica 7, in Figure 1 . These replicas exhibit random walks spanning the full λ regime accessible, indicating no gaps in the exchange probabilities. Configurations generated in the λ ) 1 level, the level of interest, thus has the benefit of the configurations generated in the low λ levels. These results indicate that we have reasonably optimized the spacing of the λ levels.
We applied standard REM to the solvated 3K(I) helix system and compared its efficiency to HAREM. A total of 64 replicas were used, with temperatures spanning from 270 to 695 K and a replica exchange acceptance ratio between 20 and 30%. The temperature gaps between neighboring replicas range from 4 to 10 K and give a relatively uniform acceptance ratio. 17 All replicas were given the same starting configuration, which was an unfolded conformation. Each replica was run for 5 ns in REM with the same exchange interval of 6.0 ps as in the HAREM. Figure 2 shows the all-heavy-atom root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) from the native structure at 298 K for both REM and HAREM. The RMSD in the REM method is larger than 3.5 Å during the entire 5 ns simulation, indicating that not a single folding event occurred during this run. On the other hand, the RMSD in HAREM decreased to less than 0.5 Å on many occasions, indicating that the helix folded many times in HAREM at 298 K. These results indicate that HAREM not only uses fewer replicas (7 vs 64 here), but also converges faster (4 ns vs >5 ns). On the basis of the relative number of replicas (7 vs 64), we would expect HAREM to be 9 times more efficient than REM. Because HAREM finds the native state in 4 ns while REM does not find it at all in the full run of 5 ns, HAREM appears to be much more than a factor of 9 times more efficient than REM. Much longer runs would be required to determine the relative efficiency.
In the following, we investigate how various properties evolve for representative replicas in HAREM (or REM) as they traverse different λ (or temperature) levels. The RMSD from the ideal helix conformation as a function of simulation time is shown in Figure 3a . The initial RMSD is about 6.4 Å, which is large for such a small polypeptide as 3K(I), containing only 16 residues. During the first 800 ps, the RMSD gradually decreases. At around 900 ps, the RMSD increases abruptly, showing that there is a finite probability for accepting high energy configurations. Similarly, there is another bounce in the RMSD curve at about 3.4 ns. Thereafter, the RMSD monotonically decreases. Especially between 3.5 ns and 3.8 ns, the RMSD drops from 3.5 to 0.5 Å. This peptide folds into the ideal helix structure after this transition.
Similar behavior was found for other properties calculated by GROMACS's g_helix analysis tools, which computes various features of helices. First, the peptide is checked to find the longest helical part. This is determined by criteria involving hydrogen bonds and /ψ angles. Then the helical part of the peptide is fit to an ideal helix around the Z-axis and centered around at the origin. The following properties are then computed: (1) Helix radius. This is merely the RMSD in two (X,Y) dimensions for all C R atoms; it is calculated as ∑ i (x 2 (i)+y 2 (i))/N, where N is the number of backbone atoms. For an ideal helix, the radius is about 2.3 Å. (2) Twist. This calculates the average helical angle per residue. For the R-helix, it is ∼100°; for 3 10 -helices it will be smaller, and for π-helices it will be larger. (3) Rise per residue. The helical rise per residue is plotted as the difference in the Z-coordinate between C R atoms. For an ideal helix, this is 1.5 Å. Figure 3b shows the helix radius of 3K(I) as a function of simulation time. All the abrupt transitions seen in the above RMSD curve have counterparts in this helix radius curve, indicating that the results are consistent. Additionally, the twist per residue and the rise per residue are shown in Figure 3c ,d, which characterizes the types of helices. The value for the twist per residue is found to be 100°, and the rise per residue is approximately 1.5 Å, which are very close to the ideal values of the R-helix, respectively. Thus, both indicators show that the R-helix, but not the 3 10 -or π-helices, were formed in the simulation around 3.8 ns. We also found that the average helicity of the protein increases slightly when the parameter λ is decreased from 1.0 to about 0.7, but, when λ is decreased further, the helicity starts to decrease because the increased hydrophobicity favors a more globular rather than helical structure. Figure 4 shows how the helix structure evolves during a 4 ns simulation in HAREM for a representative trajectory. The peptide forms a half to one turn of the helix in the early stages of folding, but these small helical seeds are not very stable: they arise and regress. During this, a large turn forms a sort of hairpin structure. After 3-3.5 ns, the helix starts to develop firmly at one end, the N terminal. After 4 ns, the entire helix has formed with a less than 0.5 Å RMSD from the ideal helical structure, indicating that the protein has folded to its most stable structure.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce HAREM, a new variant of Hamiltonian replica exchange, [20] [21] [22] for the efficient sampling of complex biological systems such as protein in explicit solvent. This scheme is inspired by the observation that the hydrophobic driving force in folding can be enhanced simply by scaling the protein-water interaction, thus greatly accelerating hydrophobically generated folding events. In this new algorithm, we partition the system into protein and solvent. By scaling the interaction between the solvent and protein, we mimic the Chaperone effect for protein folding. Since only part of the Hamiltonian is involved in the exchange potential, the acceptance probability for the swap is much larger, making the number of replicas required greatly reduced. This also leads to the benefit of a much better scaling with system size as compared to the regular REM. In this respect, HAREM resembles the replica exchange with solute tempering (REST) method we recently introduced. 22 We have applied HAREM to an R-helix, 3K(I), in explicit solvent. In the current HAREM implementation for this peptide, only seven replicas were needed compared to the 64 replicas required in ordinary replica exchange (REM). Even with such a small number of replicas, HAREM is much more efficient in finding the folded conformations than REM starting from the same initial configurations. The HAREM method located the native structure of 3K(I) within 4 ns, whereas the 64-replica regular REM did not find a single folding event within a 5 ns simulation time and nevertheless cost 9 times more, despite its lack of success.
In general, the HAREM method should be useful for simulating biological processes where the hydrophobic effect is the main driving force. However, if some other interactions dominate, such as hydrogen bonds or strong electrostatic interactions among charges, this method might not be as efficient or might even lead to a misfolded state. In other cases, a similar strategy might prove useful when applied to other parts of the protein-water force field. For example, it might prove useful to modify the interaction between hydrophilic residues and water molecules. By exaggerating both the hydrophobic interactions and hydrophilic interactions, the folding event might be further accelerated.
